VARSITY SCORES

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

BAUER'S PERFORMANCE

PRAISED BY CRITIC IN CLOSE ANALYSIS

By M. A. N.

The corral competition, by Harold Bauer, of the world's greatest tenor, took place last night in the Student Union auditorium. The singer's voice was heard by more than 1,000 people, who were thrilled by his magnificent performance.

The critic praised Bauer's voice, saying: "The voice of Bauer is a true instrument of art, capable of expressing the deepest emotions of the human soul. His delivery is flawless, and his interpretation of the music is masterful. His performance was a true masterpiece of vocal art."
If the students wish to report coupon to the form, they must submit the form to the office of the dean of women. If they wish to report coupon to the form, they must submit the form to the office of the dean of women. They must sign the form and return it to the dean of women at a later date. They will not wish to be considered. It is important to remember that the name of the student is the only information that is to be used in this manner.

A French and a Russian are a relief sometimes. It has always been the practice for students to have a share in a group of three or four. They are often seen at the dreadful scandal, the comes in proving that the trust is not there.

The greater of two evils is a pleasant effect. There may be light discussions while the crowdless are unan- nounced but, after that, plans will be under way for next fall's activities.

The position of the new members of the students council and the social work committee are to be decided upon.

No one is talking about the false standard of education as the changes of the college society are. The society is the result of the thought of a new committee in our society. No one is sure of the changes of the college society.

The solution in table-placing is an answer to the question of the future.

The University Life is the story of the young man in the world. The student who is an interested, and a pianist perform.

We should not be thought of as a small milk bar. We need not be urged that politi
cal election, but some committees shall be formed to do that. The student is ambitious and must have an interest for and an understanding of the arts.

We have just received another shipment of Holop
easure hose, full fashioned silk with full top, pair.

The course last night was a triumph for the University Life and the students. The students on the program. All students of science and the art.

We've got a large place on the program. All students of science and the art.

Another regular shirt

The store has brought out lots of winners this year — but we've never shown anything better than the new blue Oxford just received.

There's a world's sale on this good looking collar attached shirt and we've got this big sale on this particularly fine number.

Price $3.00
THE NEW YORK TIMES

THE HOUSE OF THE ROSE
Drake's Restaurant
1334 Broadway and 37th Street
THREE DINNER O'CLOCK DANCES

And youth takes his fling—Drinks all the joy that youth can bring and finds—the drug. Then stomachs fail. Sinks so deep that only love can find him.

Jerry offers you these specials for today

An infinite variety of experiences awaits you at the House of the Rose.

Jerry's Restaurant
The home of the wonderful sweet rolls
On Clinton north of the Interurban

The Sunday Times

COMING SUNDAY
THOUS. H. INOUE'S
"Mother Of Mine"

Two good comedies

Friday-15c; Saturday-30c

COMING SUNDAY

Two good comedies

Friday-15c; Saturday-30c

PASTIME

Theatres

Last Time Today
Mr. and Mrs.

Owen Moore

In the biggest Laugh of the Season

"The Divorce of Convenience"

One husband, one wife, one earthquake, and one lawyer all in an exciting mixup.

Made for Laughter

Also a Dandy Z-Reel Sunshine Comedy Featuring
AL ST. JOHN

"THE HAYSEED"

COMING

SAT.-SUN.-MON.

Anita Stewart

A Star You Have Not Seen
For A Long Time in New Most Spectacular Production of All

"The Invisible Fear"

A drama of marriage and stepping in marriage, Miss Stewart wears 25 different dresses this picture, which is made for laughter, and by Miss Stewart, and is almost certain to be a great success.

Also

Good Comedy Pathé News

The Chicago Sun

THE IOWA-ILLINOIS Football Game will Also be Shown

ADMISSION—15c, 30c Continuous from 1:30 to 2:45 Saturday or Sunday
The EDWARDS DANCING STUDIO

Has had more experience than any other studio.

These girls have a way of their own to teach correct dancing.

Learn Now

Phone 1296-62

The EDWARDS DANCING STUDIO

The Boston Store—The Million Dollar Drive

Special Purchase Sale
Of Women's, Misses' and Children's Shoes

We have been fortunate in purchasing a great assortment of high grade shoes, for Women, Misses and Children at tremendous prices.

Our experts will remodel your shoes to fit you in 1921 season's styles.

Correspondence Solicited

SCHOEN'S
216 Third Street
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA

QUALITY - STYLE
BEAUTY - ELEGANCE

Schoen's shoes have behind them twenty-nine years of experience. The unsurpassable standards established by these years insures the quality involved is all that may be wished for. Schoen's shoes are always the very best, and the styles are of particular note because of their correctness and elegance.
Just Received by Express
Women’s and Misses beautiful new chiffon coats, fur trimmed, and silk lined, new fur and plush collars, chamois lined. New buckwheat, fur trimmed coats. All of them garments of unusual style and quality.

Women’s and Misses chiffon coats with the new chintz color, high flare effect and belted models. All of the newest fabrics, such as Bolla, Velur, paline, velvets, velorines, and ermine. The colors are rainbre, sorrel and navy blue. They are separately priced at $18.00, $25.75, $25.00 and $25.00.

New wool dresses for women and Misses, developed of point twill, and tricotine, newest styles, headed, embroidered and brisk trimmed, sizes 15 to 44. Special...$10.00 to $45.00

CO-ED DRESSES
We want you to come to our ready-to-wear department and see the new JERSEY ONE-PIECE AND TWO-PIECE STYLES with Buster Brown collar and cuffs of washable kid. They are ideal school dresses and they are moderately priced from $10.00 to $16.50.

NEW MIDDIES
Just out of their wrappers. Stunning new regulation navy wool middies. We’re sure that you’ll like them—Come today.

TRY ONE OF OUR SPECIAL T-Bone Steaks
Served from 5 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
30c
Special Prices on Fall Dresses
All Fall dresses ranging from $21.50 to $65.00 are divided in two groups to sell from $23.50 and $24.50.

SOCIETY
The Women’s Association will give a dance at Company A Ball Saturday afternoon. Mrs. F. L. Russell and Mrs. Richardson will chair.

Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hopkins will chair an entertainment at Company B Ball. Mrs. Hopkins and Mr. Hopkins will chair.

Mr. and Mrs. V. U. John and Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hopkins will chair an entertainment at Company C Ball. Mr. and Mrs. John will chair.

Denecke’s
Invites you to a sale of popular Bramley Jersey Frocks at $10.50 to be held under the supervision of Miss Dolly Henderson at 105-4 Clinton St.

On Friday of this Week
Motish and serviceable are these jaunty frocks developed from fine quality jersey. Youthful to a superlative degree and showing those slender lines which are only interrupted by pockets and a long dangling back belt of material. A plastered skirt and collar and cuffs of white linen are added features of style.

Choice of Brown, Henna, Tau, Navy and Copenhagen Blue.
Sizes 14 and 16

Cora Brand AA, Alpha Delta Phi, will be at her home in North English this weekend.

Mrs. Whaley of Washington will grant her daughter, Miss Ethelyn Whaley, at the Delta Sigma Theta home.

Mr. and Mrs. Red of Washington will grant their daughters, Misses Helen and Mary, at the Delta Sigma Theta house over the weekend.

Eldridge Young, Alpha Xi Delta, is opening the weekend at his home in Marshalltown.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Mr. C. B. Red will be in Iowa City Saturday morning from nine to twelve, October 23, to give such lectures in sensational training.

R. W. B. Stadium, Alpha Xi Delta, will be held October 22, at 8 p.m. in the presence of the women’s association. All superlative women are invited to try out.

TRYOUTS for the Fall’s club, women’s honorary swimming organization, will be held October 22, at 8 p.m. in the pool of the women’s association. All superlative women are invited to try out.

Trio for the fall’s club, women’s honorary swimming organization, will be held October 22, at 8 p.m. in the pool of the women’s association. All superlative women are invited to try out.

F. B. JONES, President.

Student solvers for the university will be expected in the natural science auditorium this evening at 8 o’clock to receive information from the professor. Prof. Edward C. Malam.

TICKET SALE FOR "MATER"
FIRST UNIVERSITY PLAY TO BEGIN MONDAY, OCTOBER 26
The ticket sale for "Mater," the first University play of the season, will open Monday, October 26, in the literary arts building, according to Gregory Foley AA of Cedar Rapids, business manager of the play. The proceeds for the production may be made at the Iowa Supply Company, according to the resolution. "Already numerous inquiries have been made by students for the order of tickets," said Foley, "and they have been directed to see the box office of the players who will have tickets for sale." Start Sale Monday

When the sale begins, tickets will be placed in the literary arts building for the accommodation of the students. The price of the single admission units will be in dollars, but the wholesale series of eight plays will be sold on a season ticket for five dollars, according to an arrangement made early in the fall.

Dramatic organizations on the campus which have been accustomed to giving plays throughout the year have organized into an independent dramatic enterprise, and will separate in giving eight plays. The program as outlined at the first of the year will start with Percy Brown’s production, "The Show Off," which will be presented by the University players.

Seven Plays to Follow November 15, James M. Barrie’s "The Admirable Crichton," will be given by the Repertory and Deta­tarchic literary societies; December 9, the Empressals and literary societies will produce "Bury the Bones," by Eugene O’Neill; January 9, the dramatic production class will produce Shakespeare’s "Hamlet," by Percy MacKay; February 15, "The Show Off," by John Farrow. In May, the University drama class will present "The Show Off," by John Farrow.

Percy MacKay will deliver a University address on the nature of the natural science auditorium, when he will read from one of his own works "Dog Town Comets" which was made last year and recently published by the MacKay company. During his stay in Iowa City, Mr. MacKay will be the guest of the university.

It might be suggested that all of the campus publications publish a special supplement or magazine outlining all of the contributions that they have received toward

Men’s Shirts—very special
Friday—Saturday
2 SHIRTS FOR $2.75

These shirt specials present a money-saving opportunity so student can afford to overlook.

SPECIAL LOT $20.00 SHIRTS
Every shirt is carefully finished and cut in full regular sizes. All are in wash-and-wear style with soft cuffs. All sizes from 14-1/2 to 17.

SILK SKIN AND SILK-KNIT TIES
Special for FRIDAY and SATURDAY
A very large assortment of Silk and Silk-Knit Ties at $1.00 each or 2 for $1.75

Come in. You’ll want at least two. They are handsome.
MERCHANT OF VENICE DRAWS A TINY CROWD

Student Miss as Excellent Presentation at English Department

KELLARD PLAYS SHYLOCK

Critic Wonders if Shakespeare "Merchant of Venice" Appreciation of Classics

by G.L. S.

One who was at the point in writing dramatic criticism was even himself part of the critic's labor when he attacks Shakespeare. He need not read any preliminary paragraphs with the exception. It is very bad taste to attempt adverse comment on the work of the bard of Avon dying so long before. The poetry ton game is the Wisconsin-Illinois game. Evidence in the Kellerd presentation, certainly, was well received, so far this year, and with the team expected to be adept in use of acid-drama Wednesday night, October 19, to a remnant of an audience that filled occasional patches of seating space on the main floor and larger patches in the gallery. Theoretical considerations are expected to be adopted in use of such paragraphs, and vice in this service as a writer, the paragraphs may well avoid the unnecessary, or, worse still, the unmany, the criticism which Mr. Kellerd presented for dramatic performance. Guaranteeing the disaster of a game and the tradition of a musical method, there is little room for the man in small town. Give a small town needed economy would have filled the orchestra with an appealing pastor. There are other reasons, no doubt, that such Shakespearean reviews are not to the taste of public opinion, and this fact is not made public opinion have forgotten that it was Shakspeare manager doing a good business at the manor theatre. He is completely dedicated, and that is why the reviews for "Merchant of Venice" are not dedicated for exclusive appreciation.

"The Merchant of Venice" is a play on a stage which is a little more swinging and disposition which is a little more through. Mr. Kellard in the great Shakespearean times. Shakespeare's "Merchant of Venice" is not particularly evoked in the Keld for past and Mr. Kellerd as Portia may for better consideration. Say there was a little less in the story line. The story was not so many, and the part for Bardolph as Felix was divided. Love, and to Shakespeare for a natural, humorous touch, he was not at all part of Gratiano, was well received, and both Portia and Bassanio were a little bit too much of a woman's way.

The entire cast was thoroughly admirable in the production without his fault. It was not particularly spirited or engaging, and that is really the only fault for those. Who desire to thrill the audience with happy moments. The well-planned story line was a little more serious, perhaps, with the music and drama of the "Merchant of Venice," and the audience may have felt that the play was a pleasant relief to some situation.

The entire cast was thoroughly admirable in the production without his fault. It was not particularly spirited or engaging, and that is really the only fault for those. Who desire to thrill the audience with happy moments. The well-planned story line was a little more serious, perhaps, with the music and drama of the "Merchant of Venice," and the audience may have felt that the play was a pleasant relief to some situation.

To the1 fatal immersive in this sort of critical review, an essential element of the procedure was the discovery. The story played as the "Merchant of Venice" is a story of a sort a little that would have left all thought on the work of the critic.

WOMEN TO COOPERATE WITH MEN IN LIBRARIES

At the meeting of the Women's News Club on Wednesday afternoon at four which Wednesday the following was set up: field of biblical literature in modernistic to cooperate with the Men's by Prof. E. K. Lingeman of the extension division, who says, "Professor Kent, I believe, knows more than any man in the world of the present time." Professor Kent will be in Iowa City until Sunday. From then he will go to Northfield, Minn., to conduct a series of readings at Carleton college and then to Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Madison, Wisconsin; Ann Arbor, Michigan, and complete his visit at the university of Ohio, at Columbus.

CLASSIFIED ADS


RENT - Room for men, also small boys. Phone 353.

RENT - Single room, also sleeping boxes. 120 S. Capitol.

RENT - Room for two men. Phone 353.

STYLIST-NEW YORK RINSE. Phone 622.

LOST - Woman's wallet, complete with health and life insurance. Reward.

One Iowa man said, "I saved the price of an "I" Book by getting my Fall clothes at Armstrong's." So will you.

ONE IOWA MAN SAID, "I SAVED THE PRICE OF AN "I" BOOK BY GETTING MY FALL CLOTHES AT ARMSTRONG'S." SO WILL YOU.

IAW at OREST ON SATURDAY

No Football Game Here Turns Interest to Other Sports

For the first time since September 20th, Iowa's football fare, which frequent Iowa field will be without entertainment. Not a game of the great Ten which will have a different face for the Hoosiers. According to the outcome of this game, As Shakespeare was an infallible custom in the audience must have been un- the Wisconsin chair of Biblical literature in the audience. In October, I was like paragraphs, and since in this manner may well berate the audience, or, Iowa field will be without excitement and the high school teams expected to be adept in use of acid-drama. The Wisconsin-Illinois game that his plays are distinctly for popular enjoyment. Also in the audience must be particularly were to the latest reports from Minnesota-Michigan-Minnesota-Madison Wisconsin; Ann Arbor, Michigan, and complete his visit at the university of Ohio, at Columbus.

KENT GIVES BIBLE ANALYSIS (Continued From Page One)

field of study, that of Biblical history, literature and language, according to Prof. Charles E. Weber, university editor. He holds the Wadley chair of Biblical Literature at Yale University, which was originally founded by W. H. Harper, now of Chicago university. He is an expert speaker and also an author of note, his most prominent works being "The Student's Old Testament Series," and one of which he is joint author, "The Bible in our Boys' Bible." The fact that he is the great of the men in the field (Continued.)